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Crime
The Murdoch Mysteries - It Never Snows in Toronto

Recently I've begun watching a CBC (Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation) series called The Murdoch Mysteries. The program set in 1890's
Toronto Canada features a young detective by the name of William Murdoch. Like Sherlock
Holmes Murdoch is ahead of his time. He applies not only skill, but also new discoveries in
science to his investigations. The mysteries are as good as any that have come out of the
BBC and the show doesn't take itself too seriously. Read more »
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True Crime + Graphic Novels

A graphic novel about Jeffrey Dahmer? I am not a true crime
reader. I am not even a fake crime reader, so I didn't think I would be interested. Boy, was I
wrong. Last week I took My Friend Dahmer by Derf Backderf home based on a few coworker
recommendations. I started reading fairly late one night and didn't put this book down until I
was finished.
This book is sad, surprising and gross. But there is more than just morbid entertainment here.
Backderf went to high school with Jeffrey Dahmer in Ohio in the 70s. His personal insight
combined with meticulous research and interviews create a story that isn't really sympathetic,
but does feel complete and informative. Backderf is a career comic artist, so the black and
white illustrations feel like a natural way for this story to be told. He also includes some
original drawings of Dahmer that he had done in high school. This isn't an easy read, but it is
more than just shock value. Read more »
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In Time

"I don't have time. I don't have time to worry about how it happened. It
is what it is. We're genetically engineered to stop aging at 25. The trouble is, we live only one
more year, unless we can get more time. Time is now the currency. We earn it and spend it.
The rich can live forever. And the rest of us? I just want to wake up with more time on my
hands than hours in the day" ? Will Salas (Justin Timberlake) In Time

These are the opening lines to the film In Time where time literally is money. At age 25 you
stop aging, but you only have one year left to live. You can work for more time, trade time,
steal time and fight for time, no matter what you spend time. Read more »
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Patricia Cornwell Movies
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A few days ago I came across two Lifetime movies adapted from Patricia Cornwell?s Win
Garano series. The first movie is called ?At Risk? and the second movie is called ?The
Front?. I have not read the books but as far as the movies go they are pretty good. They
follow that classic mystery narrative: A murder, an investigation, an innocent person taken into
custody, a short love story, the resolution and the end.
Since Patricia Cornwell?s books focus on crimes, there are some bloody and violently graphic
scenes and this may not be suitable for all viewers but it may be perfect for those mystery
lovers out there. The library has one copy of each dvd. Also, she has one of the best
interactive websites that I?ve seen in a long time.
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Animal Kingdom (2010)
There are several things that make Animal Kingdom a great crime drama. Have a list:
1. Is there a better title for a movie about a crime family slowly tearing itself apart
than Animal Kingdom? Truthfully? If you can think of any I would be very curious to
hear them.

1. Guy Pearce is still making movies! Just back in Australia! And surprise, surprise
they're the best movies he's been in since Memento!
Read more »
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